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The #1 Bhutan Travel Agency And Tour Operator Trusted By 17,996+ Customers Is Calling On All Aspiring Travelers To Bhutan


Enjoy An Exclusive Guided Tour Of The Most Breathtaking Sights In Bhutan Through A Customizable And Fully-Planned Itinerary Just For You












Your One-Stop Bhutan Tour Operator and Drukair (Royal Bhutan Airlines) Representative
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Welcome! 


At Druk Asia, we specialize in showing the magic of Bhutan to travellers from all over the world. As the official representative of Bhutan's national carrier, Royal Bhutan Airlines (Drukair), a licensed tour operator in Bhutan, Singapore, Malaysia, we provide all the services you need for a safe and memorable adventure in the Land of the Thunder Dragon. Druk Asia handles all your trip management from ticketing, VISA application to itinerary arrangements - just reach out to our friendly consultants and we'll whip up the best Bhutan travel plan for you.






Guaranteed Visa Approval On The First Try,
Else You Get 100% Of Your Money Back!
Claim Your Free Bhutan Trip 
Consultation

(Worth $250)








As Featured On
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Explore The Beautiful Sceneries And Local Culture Of Bhutan With Customized Itineraries & Experienced Tour Guides



Punakha Dzong, one of Bhutan's most majestic fortresses, is said to be protected by the spirit of a giant who once roamed the valleys of Bhutan. Legend has it that this gentle giant, who loved the people and the land, offered his services to the builders of the dzong. In gratitude for his help, the architects designed a special shrine inside the dzong dedicated to the giant, where a massive statue now stands in his honor. Visitors often leave offerings at the shrine, hoping for the giant's protection during their travels.



As the best Bhutan travel agency, we welcome you to step into these amazing stories. Come and witness Bhutan's special history and culture for yourself. The moment you arrive, our professional guides in Bhutan will welcome you with a heartfelt "Kuzuzangpola" - the traditional greeting of our beautiful land. We are eager to interact with you and share our hospitality. You will immediately see how our country embodies the now famous "Gross National Happiness" philosophy, first proposed by our fourth Dragon King in 1972.



Visit us and witness the Bhutanese lifestyle of simple, everyday happiness. Our expert Druk Asia tour specialists in Bhutan will accompany you throughout your journey - and share their native knowledge of Bhutan. This beautiful kingdom is our home - let us show you the wonders and enchantments of our extraordinary world.
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Join 17996+ Travelers Who Chose The Best Travel Agency In Bhutan With Expertise In Bhutan’s Unique Culture And Travel Regulations

Here are what our guests say about their Bhutan experience











Our tour around Bhutan, arranged for by SoulTrips, was wonderful and exceeded all of our expectations. Every detail was well planned and executed by all concerned. Even the weather cooperated! The places we visited were amazing, the food perfectly prepared, the driver safe and friendly, our guide (Dorji) was knowledgeable, attentive and friendly. I really like flying Drukair too - it's now my favorite small airline. The aircraft was clean and comfortable. The service at every stage was excellent and the staff attentive and friendly.




Read More »
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William Russ, February 2024

United States
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I am not a religious person. In fact I am an Atheist. You who is reading this would probably be wondering why then did I go to Bhutan, a famously staunch Buddhist country full of Bhuddhist temples? The reason I had to go Bhutan, was to answer a strong spiritual call. Yes, I traveled solo to Bhutan from Sg. I had no idea what to expect, not knowing much about the country except that the people were happier than anywhere else in the world. I have no experience in hiking (typical spoilt Singaporean!), trekking, not been in high altitudes or any environment that ain't "clean".




Read More »
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Ling Y, February 2024

Singapore
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We embarked on a remarkable 10-day journey in Bhutan with the invaluable assistance of Druk Asia, and our experience was elevated by the exceptional support provided by Sangay Dorji. Sangay's expertise and profound understanding of Bhutan surpassed our expectations as he diligently collaborated with us to craft a meticulously planned itinerary. His insights extended beyond the conventional, enlightening us on aspects we hadn't even considered prior to our adventure.




Read More » 
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Dan Lee, November 2023

Singapore
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What an extraordinary trip. I have wanted to visit the himalayan Kingdom of Bhutan for many years. At last I made it there with the help of you and your wonderful team. From beginning to end it was wonderful. I was hoping to visit a land unspoilt by the rigours of the modern world, and the land of the Thunder Dragon did not disappoint. The scenery was awe inspiring from the dramatic himalayan mountains to the lush fertile valleys and everything in between. I loved the woodland hikes in Thimphu and Phobjikha. Truly Shangri-la.




Read More » 
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Alison B, October 2023

United Kingdom
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Read our  testimonials, 4.9 out of 5.0 »

(You may also read our reviews in Google and Facebook)
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(428 reviews) on Facebook
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Discover Bhutan Your Way With These Customized Bhutan Tours And Travel Packages

As one of the most experienced Bhutan tour operators, we will work in collaboration with our industry-leading tour guides who boast over 15 years of experience to create a personalized trip for YOU.
Imagine yourself immersed in the most unforgettable exploration of stunning landscapes and vibrant cultural traditions with the best Bhutan travel agents.
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Festival Bhutan Tour Packages
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Trekking Bhutan Tour Packages
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Cultural Bhutan Tour Packages
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Luxury Bhutan Tour Packages











Claim Your Free Bhutan Trip 
Consultation

(Worth $250)









Limited Spots Left For Our Upcoming Trips!

These tour packages give you a rare chance to see incredible mask dances and colorful parades that only happen once a year.



You’ll also learn from His Eminence Khedrupchen Rinpoche, a chance few travelers get.



Book a trip now and don't miss this chance to see Bhutan's true colors.
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Neykor Tour with Khedrup Rinpoche



Festival Date: 05 - 15 May 2024

Journey through Bhutan, the Land of the Thunder Dragon with His Eminence Khedrupchen Rinpoche and learn how you can apply compassion to managing your business and life.
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7 Days Thimphu Tshechu



Festival Date: 13 - 15 Sep 2024

The Thimphu Tshechu, as all Tshechu festivals, honors Padma Sambhawa, also known as Guru Rimpoche.
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Royal Highlander Festival



Festival Date: 23- 24 Oct 2024

The “Royal Highlander Festival” is being organized at Laya, Gasa District to sensitize the highlanders on decline of yak farming with increased vulnerability from instantly short term income generating activities that seem to be challenging the sustainability of livelihoods in future in the highlands.
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Introducing Our “Approval Always Assured” Guarantee


Book your travel plans to Bhutan with complete confidence. If your visa application is rejected, we promise to give you a full refund.



At Druk Asia, we specialize in showing the magic of Bhutan to travellers from all over the world. 


Druk Asia handles all your trip management, from ticketing, VISA application to itinerary arrangements. Simply contact out to our friendly consultants and we'll whip up the best Bhutan travel plan for you.











Travel And Explore Bhutan By Yourself Or With A Group

We serve solo travellers, double pax groups and more!
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2072+
Solo Travellers
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6996+
Double Pax Groups









Read about these travellers' Druk Asia adventures in Bhutan
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Claim Your Free Bhutan Trip 
Consultation

(Worth $250)












6 Reasons Why 17,947+ Travelers Chose Druk Asia As Their Bhutan Travel Agency



As the best travel agency/tour operator in Bhutan, We support everyone from single travelers to large group tours on private, business, VIP, pilgrimage, and school trips to Bhutan.
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Guaranteed Visa Approval, Else You Don’t Pay A Single Cent





We have guaranteed each and every one of our travellers' Bhutan visa issuance or we refund every dollar.
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Enjoy The Freedom Of Departing On Any Day That Fits Your Schedule





With Druk Asia, we give every traveler the ultimate flexibility. You don't have to join a fixed departure group - just pick your day.
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Stay In Clean And Top-Rated Hotels Located Near Top Tourist Destinations





We only book you into the hotels we love and would visit again. Experience convenience by staying in hotels located near major tourist attractions – all handpicked for the exceptional experiences they offer.
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Enjoy Custom Hotel Stays, Trekking Spots, Festival Scheduling, And More!





Every part of your trip is customized, which means you can create your own special trip by adding short treks, upgrading your hotel stays, witnessing a festival, or just surrender to serendipity.
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Experience Uninterrupted Travel Focused Solely On Sightseeing & Cultural Immersion





With Druk Asia, you'll enjoy a seamless journey free from hidden shopping stops, often included by others for commissions, focusing your time solely on the destination.
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Travel With Ease, Knowing Everything's Paid For Upfront





You won't need to make any additional payments during your trip. There are no hidden costs or taxes. Your package includes all meals, accommodations, entry fees to attractions, etc.




















Uncover Six Little-Known Secrets About Traveling to Bhutan That Most Travel Agencies Don't Share
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#1 Bhutan Agency Reveals the Best Time for a Quiet, Beautiful Trip To Bhutan

We recommend visiting Bhutan in autumn and spring. However, you can discover Bhutan's unique natural beauty in summer and winter.




5 Smartest Ways To Travel To Bhutan For A Comfortable, Crowd-Free Experience

There are direct flights to Bhutan from multiple Asian cities such as Bangkok, Singapore, Dhaka, Kathmandu, Gaya, Bagdogra, Delhi and Guwahati. Bangkok and Singapore are popular transit hubs for entering Bhutan.




7 Insider Secrets to Effortlessly Navigate Bhutan's Peak Season

Discover how to schedule your trip for optimal weather, ticket availability, and cultural festivals. Explore your accommodation options from rustic host family experiences to 5-star hotels.







Top 40 Must-See Bhutan Spots Known Only To A Few For A Journey Of A Lifetime

There are plenty of amazing places and activities to do in Bhutan. Regardless of the type of traveller that you are, Bhutan will have something to offer you. Here is a compilation of top 40 places to visit and things to do in Bhutan.




#1 Bhutan Travel Agency Reveals 5 Overlooked Secrets For A Perfectly Planned Trip

You cannot enter Bhutan independently without a tour agency. Check out the complete guide on how to reserve your flight ticket, apply your visa, book your tour agent and other important things you need to know while planning a trip to Bhutan.




13 Surprising Facts Every Traveler Must Know About Bhutan For A Memorable Trip

Bhutan is an intriguing country with many fascinating facts. Aside from being the birthplace of Gross National Happiness (GNH), check out the 13 facts about Bhutan before you travel to the country.








Claim Your Free Bhutan Trip 
Consultation

(Worth $250)













Representative (GSA) of Royal Bhutan Airlines, Drukair

[image: Drukair]
In 2009, Drukair appointed Druk Asia as its official sales agent. Since then, we have worked closely with Drukair to promote Bhutan as a destination and Drukair as the airline of choice for visitors to Bhutan.





Drukair Flight Schedule

Find out more about Drukair








Flying from Singapore to Bhutan

Flying from Bangkok to Bhutan








Flying from Kathmandu to Bhutan

Flying from Australia to Bhutan














Get Lost In Bhutan's Beauty With 250+ Breathtaking Images And Witness Real First-Hand Experiences From Diverse Travelers At Your Fingertips
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The most pictorial travel guide book to Bhutan. With over 250 stunning images of the most exclusive Kingdom in the world. Discover breathtaking Bhutan through the eyes of travellers who have visited the Land of Thunder Dragon.

Written by two individuals who have a deep affinity for the Kingdom and have travelled to Bhutan for over thirty times collectively.

	Updated Bhutan Tourism Policy 2023

	Exclusive first-hand experiences sharing by 8 diverse travellers

	Bhutanese cuisine, culture and identity

	Top attractions in Bhutan

	Most popular trekking routes

	Travel tips to Bhutan

	Dos and Dont's in Bhutan

	Basic conversational phrases in Dzongkha

	And many more



Want to know more about Bhutan?

Get Your Bhutan Travel Guide
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The Trip Of A Lifetime - At Your Fingertips

Because you have dreamed of visiting the magical Bhutanese Himalayas

We have built a state-of-the-art travel management system to prepare you for this
extraordinary experience. No matter where you are in the world, you can access the latest travel information
from our team in Bhutan.


GET STARTED
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The Happiness Team

The Druk Asia team lives in our beloved Bhutan. Our veteran tour directors and guides have worked in the Bhutan travel industry since its inception in the 1990s.
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Discover Unique Destinations And Experience Unmatched Adventures With SoulTrips By Druk Asia 




Enjoy exclusive, off-path itineraries created for those seeking unique adventures often overlooked by mainstream travelers around the world.


SoulTrips.co, a luxury travel platform with a profound focus on transformative journeys, came into existence during the challenging times of the COVID-19 pandemic.



As a brand wholly-owned by Druk Asia, SoulTrips is dedicated to promoting distinctive itineraries and exploring unique destinations that are often overlooked by mainstream travelers.



We are driven by a commitment to forging close partnerships with local communities and organizations, ensuring that our adventures contribute positively to both the environment and the well-being of the people who call these places home.



At SoulTrips, our tours span a wide spectrum of experiences, ranging from revitalizing wellness retreats to exhilarating adventure expeditions, immersive cultural encounters, and much more.



Each trip we offer is meticulously curated, taking into account your individual preferences and interests.



Our goal is to provide you with transformative experiences that not only leave you with cherished memories but also deepen your connection with the world and the diverse cultures it encompasses.


GET IN TOUCH WITH SOULTRIPS


SoulTrips.co by Druk Asia
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Vietnam
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Maldives
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Sri Lanka
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Palau
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You Matter To Us

Get a FREE consultation from our experienced Druk Asia travel Specialists about your dream trip to Bhutan. We have vast experience hosting travellers from all parts of the world. Our experienced guides have created unique Bhutanese adventures for over 17,947 travellers. Drop us a message via our contact form, send us an email or just give us a call. We look forward to hearing from you.




CONTACT US











News








Sacred Sites of Bhutan: Journey to Spiritual Sanctuaries



 13 Sep 2023

Welcome to the mystical kingdom of Bhutan, nestled in the majestic Himalayas. Bhutan is not just a land of breathtaking landscapes; it is also a kingdom infused with deep spirituality. The spiritual inclination of Bhutan is evident in its numerous sacred sites, temples, and monasteries.









Bhutan Travel Guide: Discovering the Land of the Thunder Dragon



 18 Aug 2023

Welcome to Bhutan, the "Land of the Thunder Dragon," a mystical Himalayan kingdom that offers a unique and enriching travel experience. With its preserved culture, breathtaking landscapes, and commitment to Gross National Happiness (GNH), Bhutan stands apart as a destination that prioritizes well-being and sustainability.









Update on Covid-19: IS BHUTAN OPEN FOR TOURISM?



 23 Sep 2022

Can I visit Bhutan now? Yes, Bhutan officially opened their borders to all travellers on 23rd September 2022.
All individuals (12 years and above) entering Bhutan may be subjected to random RT-PCR testing at the points of entry or at the worksite to maintain covid-19 surveillance for new variants. No fee shall be charged for the RT-PCR testing for surveillance.
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Want to be the first to know about exclusive deals & tips on travelling to Bhutan?

Keep in Touch with Druk Asia!

We offer a quarterly email newsletter with timely Bhutan travel updates and valuable tips and suggestions.





















Of course, we will never spam you or share your contact information with third parties.



















Frequently Asked Questions About Druk Asia As Your Bhutan Travel Agency/Tour Operator



Can I Travel To Bhutan Without A Travel Agency?


It is possible to travel to Bhutan without a travel agency/operator. It is highly recommended to engage one though for many good reasons, e.g. public transportation is not yet as convenient in Bhutan; without a guide you will be restricted to travelling only between Thimphu and Paro; our knowledgeable guides will be able to customize your trips on the fly based on your interests, thus saving you time.



At Druk Asia, we guarantee the issuance of your visa to Bhutan and pore over all the little details that will make your trip to Bhutan seamless and enjoyable, ensuring this once a lifetime trip to be most memorable.








Can I Go To Bhutan Without A Visa?


All foreign travelers require a visa to enter Bhutan, except for citizens of India, who will require a travel permit. The visa must be arranged in advance through a licensed Bhutanese tour operator as part of your travel package.








Can Bhutan Travel Agencies Customize Tours Based On Personal Preferences And Interests?


Yes, at Druk Asia, we specialize in customizing tours based on your personal preferences and interests. We work closely with you to tailor your Bhutan experience, ensuring it aligns perfectly with what you're looking for in your adventure.







How Do You Ensure My Safety And Handle Emergencies In Bhutan?


At Druk Asia, we prioritize safety and are equipped to handle emergencies. We have experienced tour guides and have established protocols for health and safety issues, including access to local medical facilities and assistance in arranging emergency transport if needed.







What Is Druk Asia's Cancellation Policy For Bhutan Tours?


Druk Asia has been serving happy travellers from all over the world. Some of our clients are from over 120 countries like United States of America, United Kingdom, Italy, China, Hong Kong, Germany, Australia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Japan, Malaysia, Philippines and many more.



Our cancellation policy is designed to be as accommodating as possible, offering refunds with minimal fees based on how far in advance you cancel. We understand plans can change and aim to minimize any financial impact.







Can I Adjust My Itinerary With Druk Asia If I'm Not Experienced In Trekking?


Absolutely. If trekking isn't your preference, we can customize your itinerary to focus on cultural tours, scenic drives, and other non-trekking activities. Our goal is to tailor your Bhutan trip to match your comfort level and interests.







What Qualifications Do Druk Asia's Tour Guides Have?


Druk Asia's tour guides are licensed professionals with extensive knowledge of Bhutan's history, culture, and natural landscapes. They are fluent in English, highly experienced, and trained to provide insightful, personalized tours.







Can I Request A Specific Tour Guide Or Driver For My Trip With Druk Asia


While specific requests cannot always be guaranteed due to scheduling, we strive to accommodate preferences for tour guides or drivers known for their expertise or compatibility with client interests.
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